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Safeguarding Deaf and Disabled Children in 
Sport: Additional vulnerability and support planning 

 
Introduction 
 
This factsheet asks sports clubs and organisations to think about what factors may increase the vulnerability 
of a disabled young athlete, others peoples’ attitudes, the impact of isolation/dependency on others, 
communication issues and how organisers can plan when involving a young athlete with additional 
vulnerability and/or support needs.  
 
Scenario:  
Caroline: A 14 year old girl with a range of conditions and support needs 
Additional vulnerability and support planning 
 
Caroline is fourteen and has been competing for a couple of years now. She’s really talented – in her 
particular classification, of course. Last week we heard she’s been picked for the national development camp 
at Loughborough this summer – the first kid from our club to reach that level.  
 
Caroline’s profoundly disabled – she’s got complex, multiple needs. She needs help getting changed for 
training, and in getting into and out of her sports wheel chair.  Then there’s the problems she has in making 
herself understood, particularly when she’s tired or upset. Even though we’ve known her for so long, it’s 
often hard to get what she’s trying to say. I think that’s why she hasn’t made a lot of mates here – and she’s 
very self-conscious and shy.  
 
Thank goodness for her parents! They’ve been really amazing – the support they’ve given her – all the lifts to 
club sessions and competitions. Buying her the wheelchairs and other kit – all top quality too – and taxiing 
her round to training and competitions.   
 
I don’t know how they do it – the patience they show, coz I’ve got to say sometimes Caroline’s no angel –she 
can be very hard to manage. She can get really stroppy and awkward – after all it must all be very frustrating 
for her. But we know we can rely on mum and dad to calm her down and interpret what Caroline is trying to 
say. They also help to get across what the coaches want her to do as the sessions go on. I reckon they 
deserve a medal!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What factors may increase Caroline’s vulnerability?  
 
Other peoples’ attitudes 

• Her coach’s apparent ‘Ah Bless’ attitude 
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• Acceptance/encouragement of Caroline’s dependence on her parents (reduces her 
opportunities to develop independence or develop her own views/voice) 

• Automatic assumption that Caroline’s parents are ‘amazing’ (may prevent recognition or 
acknowledgment of any concerns about their relationship with or behaviour towards Caroline) 

• Lack of effort to establish more direct communication with Caroline (isolation can be a risk factor, 
reducing opportunities to socialise and share concerns) 

• Coach’s dependence on the parents to support appropriate and challenge inappropriate behaviour  
• Absence of enquiry into Caroline’s outbursts – assumption that this is linked to her impairment rather 

than exploring other possibilities 
• Caroline is essential spoken for, and the coaching staff's reliance on interpretation from her parents 

reduces Caroline's capacity to be independent of them. 

Impact of isolation/dependency on others 
• Caroline’s needs for personal care, including changing, may leave her vulnerable 
• Lack of social links or friends at the club (reduces/limits options to socialise, develop confidence, or 

raise concerns) 
• Limited opportunities to develop autonomy and independence 
• Assumption that the parents will always do things for and with Caroline, rather than supporting her to 

do things for herself  

Communication issues 
• Lack of flexibility, creativity or desire by the coaches to find an appropriate way to communicate 

effectively with Caroline, and to facilitate communication between Caroline and her peers  
• Reliance on parents for interpreting and managing communication with Caroline 
• It is unclear how any Caroline could independently express any concerns, or how these may be 

heard.   
 
How should the organisers of the forthcoming development camp go about planning 
Caroline’s involvement?  

• By talking to Caroline and her parents to establish her individual needs in the context of her 
impairment/condition and the nature of the sport activities which will be provided: 
 What does she want to get out of the camp? 
 What kind of activities does she enjoy and what has she done before? 
 What is Caroline’s preferred way of communicating with the coaches  and other participants 

(this will include both the communication medium and style) 
• Are their tips and ideas from Caroline, her parents, or perhaps (and with her permission) her school 

or elsewhere that could inform this?  
• How can staff ensure how they would recognise indications that Caroline is unhappy or worried 

about something? 
• Consider any specific issues arising from the activities themselves, the equipment or venues 
• Is it clear and agreed how Caroline’s personal care needs will be addressed and by whom – around 

her participation in the sport, and during non-sport rest or recreational periods?  
• Is it possible to provide a buddy for Caroline at the event?  
• How can the staff within the club and at the event begin to enable Caroline's parents to gradually 

and appropriately move from their all-encompassing support role to a more enabling role? 

 
Sign up now to the CPSU E-Newsletter - We can email you the latest information about child protection in sport, simply 
complete the online registration form. 
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